
What are your bounds set to in a
typical ISPF Edit session? Heck,
What are bounds?, you might be

asking. Simply put, the bounds are the left and
right columnar margins of an edit session. If
you have never set them, that’s OK. They are
still present. They default to column 1 for the
left bound and either the logical record length
(LRECL) or the rightmost column before
standard numbering appears for the right
bound. I will elaborate on how standard num-
bering impacts the right bound in the
Conclusion section.

Bounds (short for “boundaries”) can be
used to great advantage in many editing sit-
uations. This month, I’ll cover a few of these
situations. They are most useful in data shift-
ing, text flowing and other columnar-oriented
editing. One thing to remember is that when
you reposition the bounds setting, it should be
considered temporary. In other words, all edit
sessions should begin with their default
bounds set as mentioned earlier.

BOUNDS BASICS

The bounds settings are stored as fields in
the edit profile table rows. Each row of the
ISPPROF-resident ISREDIT table (CNTL,
COBOL, JCL, etc.) has its own discrete
bounds setting. This is identical to many other
ISPF Edit profile settings such as Recovery,
Numbering and so forth.

The bounds setting can be seen by using
the PROFILE ISPF Edit primary command.
If the bounds match the defaults mentioned
earlier, nothing will be displayed. However,
if they differ from the defaults, they will be
displayed. Refer to FIGURE 1 for an actual
screen example.

The upshot of this is that if you issue the
PROFILE command and do not see the special
=BNDS> line, the bounds are set to their

defaults. Note also that the bounds settings are
inclusive. The columns that contain the bounds
are considered to be “within” the boundaries.

Finally, if an edit session is successfully
ended and the bounds are set to something other
than the defaults, the bounds settings will per-
sist in the edit profile row for that type of data.
The only exception to this would be having an
automatic initial edit macro invoked for every
edit session that resets them to their defaults.

BOUNDS COMMANDS

Bounds can be set in a variety of ways, all
via command. Figure 2 contains a list of
these commands. I tend to use the BNDS line

command almost exclusively. When I am
about to undertake some editing that alternate
bounds are needed for, I want the bounds line
directly over the data that I will be working
with. This allows me to visually align the
data against the bounds line.

About the only time I use a primary com-
mand for bounds is when I want to revert to
the default settings. The simple invocation of
BNDS as a primary command with no
parameters accomplishes this.

BOUNDS USAGE

I do not have enough space to cover every
single situation where alternate bounds can be
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FIGURE 1: USING THE PROFILE COMMAND TO SEE THE CURRENT BOUNDS SETTINGS. 

In this example, the left-hand bound has been moved to the 6th column. This can be seen as the less-than operator
(“<”) in column 6 of the =BNDS> line. Since this differs from the default (which would be column 1), the PROFILE
command displays the non-default bounds, along with a columnar line, that show the maximum boundaries for the
current file being edited. Note that the right-hand bound remains in the default position – column 72.
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useful. I will focus on shifting, using both fla-
vors of shifting—columnar shifts and data
shifts. These tools are invoked with line com-
mands. Columnar shifting uses the left/right
parentheses as line commands. Data shifting
uses the less-than or greater-than symbols as
line commands.

To read more about bounds usage, enter into
the ISPF tutorial and use the Index. Once in
the tutorial, enter an “I” in the command line
and press enter. This will place you in the
Index. Once in the Index, enter a “B” (for
bounds) and press enter.

There are Index entries for both the
Primary and Line Command version of the
bounds command. Choose either of them and
then read the numbered section entitled:
Boundary Usage.

COLUMN SHIFTING WITH
BOUNDS

If you have never used alternate bounds or
column shifting, this section might be mildly
confusing. An example should help to minimize
any confusion.

Figure 3 shows a detailed example of a
COBOL source code snippet having Picture
clause text aligned through the use of bounds
overriding and column shifting. The essential
thing to remember when using column shifting
is that only data within the bounds is shifted.
And then, only shifted by the number that
accompanies the line command.

There is a major exception to what I just
stated. That is: If the number of columns to
shift, as requested by the line command,
causes an “overflow” past the left or right
bound, the overflow data will be lost. It just
disappears.

Please keep RECOVERY ON and learn to
use UNDO when editing.

DATA SHIFTING WITH
BOUNDS

Data shifting at first appears to be the
same as column shifting. It is not. It is more
aware of available “free space” within the
currently defined bounds. It also rigidly
honors the bounds. That is, it will not
unconditionally “overflow” data outside of
either the left or right bound as column
shifting does.

Figure 4 contains another detailed example
of data shifting in conjunction with an alter-
nate bounds setting.

CONCLUSION

Try this: Get into an edit session on JCL data
and issue BNDS 70 72 as a primary command.
Then, from the command line, issue FIND //.

Data not found? What the heck? You can
see it right on the screen!

Yes, but the FIND and CHANGE com-
mands respect the bounds. Tricky. Now issue a
plain BNDS command with no parameters and
then re-issue the FIND //.

Better?
This is why you always want to remember

to issue a plain BNDS command to reset the

bounds to their defaults. Or have an initial edit
macro do it for you automatically upon entry
to edit.

“Standard numbers” or NUM ON STD as
a profile setting, will ALWAYS be outside of
the right-hand bound. Remember that “stan-
dard numbering” really means that the right-
most eight bytes of a dataset will be used
solely for incremental numbering. These
numbers are not considered part of the data
being edited.

With 80-byte datasets, this can be confusing
because the standard numbers are not visible
unless an explicit right shift is done – normally
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PRIMARY COMMAND: BOUNDS (or BNDS/BND) L R

Example 1: Command → BOUNDS 1 50
Will set the left bound to column 1 and the right bound to column 50.

Example 2: Command → BNDS
Omitting the “L R” parameters will revert the bounds to the defaults.

Example 3: Command → BND * 65
The asterisk is used as a placeholder. Leave the left bound as-is but reset the
right bound to 65

LINE COMMAND: BNDS (or BND)

Example 1: 000300
=BNDS> <                                            >
000400

Using the BNDS line command, the left/right bounds are shown in a special line.
To change the left/right bounds, simply type in new positions using the less-than
(left) and greater-than (right) symbols to set the new bounds position(s). 

There is no need to space over the existing symbols that appear in the BNDS
line. They will disappear when enter is pressed, provided there were no typing
errors when entering the new bounds.

FIGURE 2: VARIOUS WAYS TO SET BOUNDS USING ISPF EDIT COMMANDS.

Before the column shift (note line command)

000400      05  Field1                             Pic  X(04). 
(4 500      05  Field2                               Pic  X(04).
=BNDS>                                          <                >

The bounds have been set to include only the columnar range that you want
shifted right by 4 columns by using the “(4” line command.

After the column shift

000400      05  Field1                              Pic  X(04). 
000500      05  Field2                              Pic  X(04).
=BNDS>                                             <                >

Note that the data to the left of the “Pic” clause (“05  Field2”) remains in
place, unshifted. Had the left bound been at its default, the same column shift
would have resulted in something like this:

000500  05  Field2                                  Pic  X(04).
=BNDS>  <                                                               >

In other words, the “Pic” clause would be aligned correctly but the entire line
would have been shifted over 4 columns to the left.

FIGURE 3: HOW BNDS WORKS WITH COLUMN SHIFTING.
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equated to PF11. If you attempt to set the right
bound out in the “standard numbering” zone
of a NUM ON STD dataset being edited,
you’re going to get yelled at with an Invalid
right bound error message.

This is as it should be.  
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Before the column shift (note line command)

000400      05  Field1                              Pic  X(04). 
<4 500      05  Field2                              Pic      X(04).
=BNDS>                                             <               >

The bounds have been set to include only the columnar range to be shifted. Note
that the left bound is set directly beneath the “P” in the “Pic” clause. 

After the column shift

000400      05  Field1                               Pic  X(04). 
000500      05  Field2                               Pic  X(04).
=BNDS>                                               <              >

Just as with the column shift, data to the left of the left bound is untouched.
The primary difference is that the internal “chunk” of four available spaces is
used to shift the “X(04) portion of the “Pic” clause into alignment. Had the
left bound been set just one position to the left of the “P” in the “Pic”
clause, an error would have occurred:

==ERR>      05  Field2                               Pic      X(04).
=BNDS>                                               <               >

This is because data shifting honors the bounds and will NOT shift data if it
would result in data being “overflowed” outside the currently defined bounds.

FIGURE 4: HOW BNDS WORKS WITH DATA SHIFTING.
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